PLANNING INSIGHTS

A business owner’s
dashboard for navigating
the COVID-19 crisis
Why cash is king and communication is critical.
As COVID-19 continues to disrupt our lives and economy, private
business owners are at the forefront of tough decisions and
prolonged uncertainty. In this environment, owners need to
continuously adapt their playbooks and focus on what they can
control in order to weather the storm and be positioned to thrive
once the virus and economic volatility have subsided.
At JPMorgan Chase, we pride ourselves on advising owners
through business transitions both planned and unexpected.
It’s axiomatic: You get what you measure. Therefore, our team
has put together a dashboard to help you, as business owners,
establish and manage priorities through the turbulence.
Two common themes are represented throughout our dashboard:
the importance of communication and the reign of cash as king.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
As we learned during the Great Recession, in times of crisis,
liquidity is of the utmost importance for businesses. COVID-19

has placed an extreme burden on businesses by creating an even
more pronounced mismatch between reduced revenue streams
and ongoing operating expenses. With that in mind, never has
the saying “cash is king” been more relevant. The two important
considerations for extending your company’s available liquidity
are: accelerating the receipt of receivables (such as focusing on
collections, and offering quick pay discounts or other incentives),
and prioritizing the timing of cash disbursements.
During this crisis, owners need to identify and monitor the key
performance indicators (KPIs) that will be mission-critical for their
businesses. KPIs that could be relevant to your business include:
quick and current ratios, customer orders, receivables, workforce
callout, operating expenses and equipment utilization, to name a
few. Additionally, we suggest continuously monitoring cash buffer
days1 and working capital to ensure business solvency. According
to the J.P. Morgan Institute, the median small business has just 27
cash buffer days1 in reserve, which means many businesses will
likely need additional capital to get through this downturn. (See
Working Capital Management Performance chart below.)

WORKING CAPITAL MANAGEMENT PERFORMANCE
WORKING CAPITAL
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Source: Working Capital Management: How Much Cash Is Your Business Tying Up?, National Center for the Middle Market.

CREDIT MANAGEMENT
With an eye toward liquidity, your relationship with your primary
lender is an asset and should not be overlooked. Maintaining a
continuous, active dialogue with lenders will allow you to discuss
potential challenges and develop mutually acceptable solutions. In
addition, your JPMorgan Chase advisor is working with many clients
facing similar struggles, and should be considered a resource.
In advance of conversations with lenders, you and your
professional advisors (such as tax, legal and accounting) should
review your business’s loan documents to develop a better
understanding of financial covenants, definitions and calculations.
Additionally, consider performing multiple scenario analyses to
assess various macro timing scenarios (outside of your control;
e.g., loss of revenue due to continued economic shutdown) and
corresponding business plan strategies (within your control; e.g.,
reducing operating expenses). The goal is to estimate a cash flow
runway and identify potential liquidity gaps that could be filled
with bank financing and/or an injection of equity.
In light of the recently passed Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic
Security (CARES) Act, small business owners should assess their
eligibility for government loan programs and tax relief at the federal
level (as well as at state and local levels), and for any private sector
programs. These can help bridge a liquidity gap, but you should
carefully review which ones will provide the greatest benefit, since
certain programs and tax provisions may be mutually exclusive.

OPERATIONAL AND RISK OVERSIGHT
As an owner, nobody knows your business better than you do.
Your employees will look to your leadership during this time of
hardship as an indicator of things to come. Robust leadership will
be two-pronged: intensely focused with decisive business action,
as well as genuinely empathetic regarding the health and safety
of the workforce. Being in constant communication with your
management and employees will help confirm that everyone is in
this together, and will inspire much-needed confidence.
Depending on how integrally involved you are in the business’s
day-to-day operations or how extensive your management team
is, there may be a number of considerations that need to be
addressed in order to maintain business continuity should a crisis or
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a catastrophic event affect you directly. As a first step, you should
review your corporate governance provisions, which may be part
of your operating agreement and/or separate business resiliency
plans. Having a well-structured and communicated plan will ensure
continuity in your absence. For example, determine if appropriate
parties have signatory authority (for expenses such as payroll), and
assess if a power of attorney is appropriate for your situation.
Additionally, as the workforce moves increasingly from an in-office
to a more technology-based/work-from-home environment,
evaluate security options to guard against fraud, including cyber
fraud, as these types of scams always increase during times of
high anxiety.

CUSTOMER AND SUPPLIER CONNECTIVITY
While there tends to be a natural reflection on internal
mechanisms during a crisis, external stakeholders need to be
top-of-mind as well. Maintaining connectivity with customers and
suppliers during this time, potentially through video-conferencing,
will help strengthen relationships. Remember that these partners
are facing similar hardships in this environment, and opening the
lines of communication may help identify potential issues (such as
slow pay or supply-chain logistics) in their early stages and thus
help set expectations for all parties.
While there are innumerable considerations that vary across
industries, geographies, products and services, we hope this
dashboard will better arm you, your management team and your
professional advisors. JPMorgan Chase is committed to providing
thoughtful advice as we continue to navigate through this
pandemic together.
As a final takeaway, keep in mind that there is opportunity in
adversity for every business. Owners have an obligation to
maintain a strategic vision for the future. Anticipate how the
impact of this disruption will transform your business strategy,
create different customer demands, and offer new growth
prospects in order to best position your enterprise for
continued success.

Cash buffer days are the number of days of cash outflows a business could pay out of its cash balance were inflows to stop.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Key Risks
This material is for information purposes only, and may inform you of certain
products and services offered by J.P. Morgan’s wealth management businesses, part
of JPMorgan Chase & Co. (“JPM”). Please read all Important Information.
General Risks & Considerations
Any views, strategies or products discussed in this material may not be appropriate
for all individuals and are subject to risks. Investors may get back less than they
invested, and past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results.
Asset allocation/diversification does not guarantee a profit or protect against loss.
Nothing in this material should be relied upon in isolation for the purpose of making
an investment decision. You are urged to consider carefully whether the services,
products, asset classes (e.g., equities, fixed income, alternative investments,
commodities, etc.) or strategies discussed are suitable to your needs. You must also
consider the objectives, risks, charges, and expenses associated with an investment
service, product or strategy prior to making an investment decision. For this and more
complete information, including discussion of your goals/situation, contact your
J.P. Morgan representative.
Non-Reliance
Certain information contained in this material is believed to be reliable; however, JPM
does not represent or warrant its accuracy, reliability or completeness, or accept any
liability for any loss or damage (whether direct or indirect) arising out of the use of
all or any part of this material. No representation or warranty should be made with
regard to any computations, graphs, tables, diagrams or commentary in this material,
which are provided for illustration/reference purposes only. The views, opinions,
estimates and strategies expressed in this material constitute our judgment based
on current market conditions and are subject to change without notice. JPM assumes
no duty to update any information in this material in the event that such information
changes. Views, opinions, estimates and strategies expressed herein may differ from
those expressed by other areas of JPM, views expressed for other purposes or in
other contexts, and this material should not be regarded as a research report. Any
projected results and risks are based solely on hypothetical examples cited, and actual
results and risks will vary depending on specific circumstances. Forward-looking
statements should not be considered as guarantees or predictions of future events.
Nothing in this document shall be construed as giving rise to any duty of care owed to,
or advisory relationship with, you or any third party. Nothing in this document shall
be regarded as an offer, solicitation, recommendation or advice (whether financial,
accounting, legal, tax or other) given by J.P. Morgan and/or its officers or employees,
irrespective of whether or not such communication was given at your request.
J.P. Morgan and its affiliates and employees do not provide tax, legal or accounting
advice. You should consult your own tax, legal and accounting advisors before
engaging in any financial transactions.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR INVESTMENTS AND POTENTIAL
CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
Conflicts of interest will arise whenever JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. or any of its
affiliates (together, “J.P. Morgan”) have an actual or perceived economic or other
incentive in its management of our clients’ portfolios to act in a way that benefits
J.P. Morgan. Conflicts will result, for example (to the extent the following activities are
permitted in your account): (1) when J.P. Morgan invests in an investment product,
such as a mutual fund, structured product, separately managed account or hedge fund
issued or managed by JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. or an affiliate, such
as J.P. Morgan Investment Management Inc.; (2) when a J.P. Morgan entity obtains
services, including trade execution and trade clearing, from an affiliate; (3) when
J.P. Morgan receives payment as a result of purchasing an investment product for a client’s
account; or (4) when J.P. Morgan receives payment for providing services (including
shareholder servicing, recordkeeping or custody) with respect to investment products
purchased for a client’s portfolio. Other conflicts will result because of relationships
that J.P. Morgan has with other clients or when J.P. Morgan acts for its own account.
Investment strategies are selected from both J.P. Morgan and third-party asset
managers and are subject to a review process by our manager research teams. From
this pool of strategies, our portfolio construction teams select those strategies we
believe fit our asset allocation goals and forward-looking views in order to meet the
portfolio’s investment objective.

As a general matter, we prefer J.P. Morgan managed strategies. We expect the
proportion of J.P. Morgan managed strategies will be high (in fact, up to 100 percent)
in strategies such as, for example, cash and high-quality fixed income, subject to
applicable law and any account-specific considerations.
While our internally managed strategies generally align well with our forward-looking
views, and we are familiar with the investment processes as well as the risk and
compliance philosophy of the firm, it is important to note that J.P. Morgan receives
more overall fees when internally managed strategies are included. We offer the
option of choosing to exclude J.P. Morgan managed strategies (other than cash and
liquidity products) in certain portfolios.
The Six Circles Funds are U.S.-registered mutual funds managed by J.P. Morgan and
sub-advised by third parties. Although considered internally managed strategies,
JPMC does not retain a fee for fund management or other fund services.
Legal Entity, Brand & Regulatory Information
In the United States, bank deposit accounts and related services, such as checking,
savings and bank lending, are offered by JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. Member FDIC.
JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. and its affiliates (collectively “JPMCB”) offer investment
products, which may include bank-managed investment accounts and custody, as part
of its trust and fiduciary services. Other investment products and services, such as
brokerage and advisory accounts, are offered through J.P. Morgan Securities LLC
(“JPMS”), a member of FINRA and SIPC. JPMCB and JPMS are affiliated companies
under the common control of JPM. Products not available in all states.
In Luxembourg, this material is issued by J.P. Morgan Bank Luxembourg S.A.
(JPMBL), with registered office at European Bank and Business Centre, 6 route de
Treves, L-2633, Senningerberg, Luxembourg. R.C.S Luxembourg B10.958. Authorized
and regulated by Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier (CSSF) and jointly
supervised by the European Central Bank (ECB) and the CSSF. J.P. Morgan Bank
Luxembourg S.A. is authorized as a credit institution in accordance with the Law of
5th April 1993. In the United Kingdom, this material is issued by J.P. Morgan Bank
Luxembourg S.A., London Branch. Prior to Brexit (Brexit meaning that the United
Kingdom leaves the European Union under Article 50 of the Treaty on European
Union, or, if later, loses its ability to passport financial services between the United
Kingdom and the remainder of the EEA), J.P. Morgan Bank Luxembourg S.A., London
Branch is subject to limited regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and the
Prudential Regulation Authority. Details about the extent of our regulation by the
Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority are available
from us on request. In the event of Brexit, in the United Kingdom, J.P. Morgan Bank
Luxembourg S.A., London Branch is authorized by the Prudential Regulation Authority,
subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by
the Prudential Regulation Authority. Details about the extent of our regulation by
the Prudential Regulation Authority are available from us on request. In Spain, this
material is distributed by J.P. Morgan Bank Luxembourg S.A., Sucursal en España,
with registered office at Paseo de la Castellana, 31, 28046 Madrid, Spain. J.P. Morgan
Bank Luxembourg S.A., Sucursal en España is registered under number 1516 within
the administrative registry of the Bank of Spain and supervised by the Spanish
Securities Market Commission (CNMV). In Germany, this material is distributed by
J.P. Morgan Bank Luxembourg S.A., Frankfurt Branch, registered office at Taunustor
1 (TaunusTurm), 60310 Frankfurt, Germany, jointly supervised by the Commission de
Surveillance du Secteur Financier (CSSF) and the European Central Bank (ECB), and in
certain areas also supervised by the Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht
(BaFin). In Italy, this material is distributed by J.P. Morgan Bank Luxembourg S.A.,
Milan Branch, registered office at Via Catena Adalberto 4, Milan 20121, Italy and
regulated by Bank of Italy and the Commissione Nazionale per le Società e la Borsa
(CONSOB). In the Netherlands, this material is distributed by J.P. Morgan Bank
Luxembourg S.A., Amsterdam Branch, with registered office at World Trade Centre,
Tower B, Strawinskylaan 1135, 1077 XX, Amsterdam, The Netherlands. J.P. Morgan Bank
Luxembourg S.A., Amsterdam Branch is authorized and regulated by the Commission
de Surveillance du Secteur Financier (CSSF) and jointly supervised by the European
Central Bank (ECB) and the CSSF in Luxembourg; J.P. Morgan Bank Luxembourg S.A.,
Amsterdam Branch is also authorized and supervised by De Nederlandsche Bank
(DNB) and the Autoriteit Financiële Markten (AFM) in the Netherlands. Registered
with the Kamer van Koophandel as a branch of J.P. Morgan Bank Luxembourg S.A.
under registration number 71651845. In Denmark, this material is distributed
by J.P. Morgan Bank Luxembourg, Copenhagen Br, filial af J.P. Morgan Bank
Luxembourg S.A. with registered office at Kalvebod Brygge 39-41, 1560 København
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V, Denmark. J.P. Morgan Bank Luxembourg, Copenhagen Br, filial af J.P. Morgan Bank
Luxembourg S.A. is authorized and regulated by Commission de Surveillance du
Secteur Financier (CSSF) and jointly supervised by the European Central Bank (ECB)
and the CSSF. J.P. Morgan Bank Luxembourg, Copenhagen Br, filial af J.P. Morgan
Bank Luxembourg S.A. is also subject to the supervision of Finanstilsynet (Danish
FSA) and registered with Finanstilsynet as a branch of J.P. Morgan Bank Luxembourg
S.A. under code 29009. In Sweden, this material is distributed by J.P. Morgan Bank
Luxembourg S.A., Stockholm Bankfilial, with registered office at Hamngatan 15,
Stockholm, 11147, Sweden. J.P. Morgan Bank Luxembourg S.A., Stockholm Bankfilial is
authorized and regulated by Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier (CSSF)
and jointly supervised by the European Central Bank (ECB) and the CSSF. J.P. Morgan
Bank Luxembourg S.A., Stockholm Bankfilial is also subject to the supervision of
Finansinspektionen (Swedish FSA). Registered with Finansinspektionen as a branch
of J.P. Morgan Bank Luxembourg S.A. In France, this material is distributed by
JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. (“JPMCB”), Paris branch, which is regulated by the
French banking authorities Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution and
Autorité des Marchés Financiers. In Switzerland, this material is distributed
by J.P. Morgan (Suisse) SA, which is regulated in Switzerland by the Swiss Financial
Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA).
In Hong Kong, this material is distributed by JPMCB, Hong Kong branch. JPMCB,
Hong Kong branch is regulated by the Hong Kong Monetary Authority and the
Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong. In Hong Kong, we will cease to
use your personal data for our marketing purposes without charge if you so request.
In Singapore, this material is distributed by JPMCB, Singapore branch. JPMCB,
Singapore branch is regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. Dealing and
advisory services and discretionary investment management services are provided
to you by JPMCB, Hong Kong/Singapore branch (as notified to you). Banking and
custody services are provided to you by JPMCB Singapore Branch. The contents of
this document have not been reviewed by any regulatory authority in Hong Kong,
Singapore or any other jurisdictions. You are advised to exercise caution in relation to
this document. If you are in any doubt about any of the contents of this document, you
should obtain independent professional advice. For materials which constitute product
advertisement under the Securities and Futures Act and the Financial Advisers Act,
this advertisement has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore.
JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. is a national banking association chartered under the laws
of the United States, and as a body corporate, its shareholder’s liability is limited.
With respect to countries in Latin America, the distribution of this material may be
restricted in certain jurisdictions. We may offer and/or sell to you securities or other
financial instruments which may not be registered under, and are not the subject of a
public offering under, the securities or other financial regulatory laws of your home
country. Such securities or instruments are offered and/or sold to you on a private
basis only. Any communication by us to you regarding such securities or instruments,
including without limitation the delivery of a prospectus, term sheet or other offering
document, is not intended by us as an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy
any securities or instruments in any jurisdiction in which such an offer or a solicitation
is unlawful. Furthermore, such securities or instruments may be subject to certain
regulatory and/or contractual restrictions on subsequent transfer by you, and you
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are solely responsible for ascertaining and complying with such restrictions. To the
extent this content makes reference to a fund, the Fund may not be publicly offered
in any Latin American country, without previous registration of such fund’s securities
in compliance with the laws of the corresponding jurisdiction. Public offering of any
security, including the shares of the Fund, without previous registration at Brazilian
Securities and Exchange Commission—CVM is completely prohibited. Some products
or services contained in the materials might not be currently provided by the Brazilian
and Mexican platforms.
JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. (JPMCBNA) (ABN 43 074 112 011/AFS Licence No:
238367) is regulated by the Australian Securities and Investment Commission and
the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority. Material provided by JPMCBNA in
Australia is to “wholesale clients” only. For the purposes of this paragraph the term
“wholesale client” has the meaning given in section 761G of the Corporations Act 2001
(Cth). Please inform us if you are not a Wholesale Client now or if you cease to be a
Wholesale Client at any time in the future.
JPMS is a registered foreign company (overseas) (ARBN 109293610) incorporated in
Delaware, U.S.A. Under Australian financial services licensing requirements, carrying
on a financial services business in Australia requires a financial service provider, such
as J.P. Morgan Securities LLC (JPMS), to hold an Australian Financial Services Licence
(AFSL), unless an exemption applies. JPMS is exempt from the requirement to
hold an AFSL under the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (Act) in respect of financial
services it provides to you, and is regulated by the SEC, FINRA and CFTC under
U.S. laws, which differ from Australian laws. Material provided by JPMS in Australia
is to “wholesale clients” only. The information provided in this material is not intended
to be, and must not be, distributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other
class of persons in Australia. For the purposes of this paragraph the term “wholesale
client” has the meaning given in section 761G of the Act. Please inform us immediately
if you are not a Wholesale Client now or if you cease to be a Wholesale Client at any
time in the future.
This material has not been prepared specifically for Australian investors. It:
• May contain references to dollar amounts which are not Australian dollars;
• May contain financial information which is not prepared in accordance with
Australian law or practices;
• May not address risks associated with investment in foreign currency
denominated investments; and
• Does not address Australian tax issues.
References to “J.P. Morgan” are to JPM, its subsidiaries and affiliates worldwide.
“J.P. Morgan Private Bank” is the brand name for the private banking business
conducted by JPM. This material is intended for your personal use and should not
be circulated to or used by any other person, or duplicated for non-personal use,
without our permission. If you have any questions or no longer wish to receive these
communications, please contact your J.P. Morgan representative.
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